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 The following description relates to CEA’s Concrete Batch Plant aggregate 
handling systems.  

Background of the Aggregate Handling System 

 
 Concrete batching plants must adhere to strict statutory requirements regarding 
the control of environmental conditions. One area that requires particular attention is the 
delivery, storage, weigh and transfer of aggregate, such as sand and gravel. 
 
Problems associated with aggregate storage systems and CEA’s Solutions. 
 

 Aggregate is typically stored in storage bins. A loader, such as a front end loader, 
is used to periodically transport aggregate from the bin to an overhead storage hopper. A 
weigh hopper is generally situated directly below the storage hopper. A weighed amount 
of aggregate is gravity fed from the storage hopper into the weigh hopper and then 
transferred to a batching area. 
 
 The aggregate storage bins are situated at ground level, and are enclosed on 
three sides to shield the aggregate from wind. However, the top and at least one side of 
the bunker is open, exposing the aggregate to wind. Wind can disperse fine particulate 
matter, polluting both the plant and surrounding area. The loaders used to transport the 
aggregate are also open and further fine particulate matter is dispersed during transport. 
 
 One attempt to alleviate the dispersement of the aggregate is to locate the storage 
bin underground. However, loaders are still required to transport the aggregate from the 
bin to the overhead storage hopper. 
 
 The aggregate delivery, storage, weigh and transfer of aggregate in current 
concrete batching plants is complex, and installation and maintenance costs are high. 
The storage hoppers must be constantly replenished, with use of the loaders creating 
traffic hazards to plant employees. To allow manoeuvring of the loaders between the 
storage bin and the storage hopper, a significant amount of space is required within the 
plant for the aggregate delivery, storage, weigh and transfer. Common in all batching 
plants are the problems associated with dust and noise emissions. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

Summary of the Aggregate Handling System 

 CEA designed aggregate handling system for a concrete batching plant include: 
 

o an aggregate delivery station including one or more delivery bays for 
receiving aggregate from a delivery truck; 

o storage apparatus associated with each delivery bay and adapted to 
receive aggregate by gravity feeding from that delivery bay, wherein 
each storage apparatus includes one or more storage hoppers; 

o weigh apparatus associated with each storage apparatus and 
adapted to receive aggregate from that storage apparatus, wherein 
each weigh apparatus includes one or more weigh hoppers; and 

o a conveyor for receiving aggregate from the weigh apparatus and 
being adapted to transfer aggregate to a batching area. 

o Preferably, the delivery bays are located at ground level, such that 
the delivery truck can drive onto or over the bays. Advantageously, 
the storage apparatus, weigh apparatus and at least part of the 
conveyor may be located below ground level. Each delivery bay, 
storage apparatus and weigh apparatus and a section of the 
conveyor are preferably all vertically aligned. The delivery station 
includes a plurality of delivery bays which preferably run in a same 
longitudinal direction as the conveyor. 

o Advantageously, each delivery bay includes a floor, the floor 
including openings that are dimensioned to allow aggregate to pass 
through to the storage apparatus whilst allowing a delivery truck to 
pass over the delivery bay floor. 

o Preferably, the floor includes a plurality of beams supporting a 
plurality of longitudinal members extending transversely across the 
beams, the longitudinal members being spaced to define the floor 
openings there between. 

o Positioning members adapted for receiving the longitudinal members 
may be affixed to the beams. 

o Advantageously, there is a wall that divides two adjacent delivery 
bays. The wall, preferably, extends between adjacent storage 
apparatus. 



 

 

Brief description of the drawings 

 The invention will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 

1. Figure 1 shows a perspective view of an aggregate handling system according to 
the present invention; 

2. Figure 2 shows an exploded perspective view of the section marked ‘A’ in Figure 
1; and 

3. Figure 3 shows a perspective view of the section marked ‘B’ in Figure 2. 
 

Detailed description of the embodiments 

1. An aggregate handling system 10 is illustrated and includes an aggregate delivery 
station 12 including one or more delivery bays 14 for receiving aggregate from a 
delivery truck (not shown). In the delivery station 12 illustrated in Figure 1 there 
are seven delivery bays 14, however there may be any number and each may be 
used to deliver a different sort of aggregate, such as sand or gravel. Delivery bays 
14 are preferably located at ground level 16. Adjacent delivery bays 14 are divided 
by a wall 18, and are dimensioned so that a delivery truck may drive through each 
delivery bay 14. 

 
2. System 10 includes storage apparatus 20 associated with each delivery bay 14, 

best shown in Figure 2, and adapted to receive aggregate by gravity feeding from 
that delivery bay 14. Each storage apparatus 20 includes one or more storage 
hoppers 22. Illustrated in Figure 2 are three storage hoppers 22, however, as can 
be seen in Figure 1, any number of storage hoppers 22 may be included in each 
storage apparatus 20. The wall 18 dividing delivery bays 14 also extends between 
adjacent storage apparatus 20. A tilt panel 19 extends from the delivery bay 14 to 
the top of the storage hoppers 22 on both sides. The tilt panels 19 act as a 
continuation of the angled side walls of the storage hoppers 22, increasing their 
volume. It will be appreciated that all of the space between the storage hoppers 
22 and the delivery bay 14 may contain aggregate. 

 
 
3. Also included in the system 10 is weigh apparatus 26 associated with each 

storage apparatus 20 and adapted to receive aggregate from that storage 
apparatus 20. Each weigh apparatus 26 includes one or more weigh hoppers 28. 
The system 10 further includes a conveyor 30 for receiving aggregate from the 
weigh apparatus 26 and is adapted to transfer aggregate to a batching area (not 
shown). 

 
4. The storage apparatus 20, weigh apparatus 26 and at least part of the conveyor 

30 are located below ground level 16. The remainder of conveyor 30 may be 
located below ground level 16 or may be angled to transfer the aggregate to a 
batching area at or above ground level 16. As can be seen in Figure 1, a section 
of the conveyor 30 may be exposed to the air, a dust cover 32 may be used to 
reduce dispersement of dust. 



 

 

 
 
5. Each delivery bay 14 includes a floor 34, which includes openings 44 that are 

dimensioned to allow aggregate to pass through to the storage apparatus 20. The 
floor 34 include a plurality of beams 36 supporting a plurality of longitudinal 
members 38 extending transversely across the beams 36. The longitudinal 
members 38 are spaced to define the openings 44 therebetween, as shown in 
Figure 3. The positioning members 40 are adapted for receiving the longitudinal 
members 38 and are affixed to the beams 36. The positioning members 40 have a 
triangular cross-section, with slots for the longitudinal members 38 to sit in. This 
construction prevents aggregate from piling up on top of the floor 34. The floor 34 
also includes a manhole 42 to allow access to components below ground level 16, 
as shown in Figure 2. 

 
6. As can be best seen in Figure 2, each delivery bay 14, storage apparatus 20 and 

weigh apparatus 26 are vertically aligned. Aggregate is dumped by the delivery 
truck onto floor 34 of the delivery bay 14, the aggregate falls into the storage 
hoppers 22 through openings 44. When required, the gates 24 of storage hopper 
22 are opened and the aggregate gravity feeds into weigh hopper 28. When the 
correct amount is received into weigh hopper 28, the gates 24 close. The gates 25 
on weigh hopper 28 are then opened and the aggregate is gravity fed onto 
conveyor 30, where it is transferred to the batching area. 

 
 
7. The delivery station 12 includes a plurality of delivery bays 14 running in a same 

longitudinal direction as the conveyor 30. This means that as different types of 
aggregate is delivered into different delivery bays 14, each weigh apparatus may 
hold a different type of aggregate. As the delivery bays 14 run in the same 
longitudinal direction as the conveyor 30 and the delivery bays 14, storage 
apparatus 20 and weigh apparatus 26 are all vertically aligned, the conveyor 30 
can receive different types of aggregate from the different weigh apparatus 26, 
creating a mixture for transfer to the batching area along one single conveyor 30. 

 
Advantages of CEA’s Aggregate Handling System 
 
8. This system has advantages over known systems, including the need for only one 

conveyor, reducing complexity and maintenance. As all of the components of the 
system are associated there is no requirement for a loader to move aggregate 
from a storage bunker to an overhead storage hopper, thus reducing traffic in the 
plant. With the majority of the system being located below ground level, noise and 
dust emission is reduced. 
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